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The ordinary linear quantum theory predicts the quantum correlations at any
distance (the universal superposition principle). It creates the decoherence problem
since quantum interactions entangle states into non-separable combination. On the
other hand the linear quantum theory prevents the existence of the localizable solu-
tions, and after all, leads to the divergences problem in the quantum field theory. In
order to overcome these difficulties the non-perturbative nonlinearity originated by
the curvature of the compact quantum phase space (QPS) has been used.
PACS numbers: 03.65.Ca, 03.65.Ta
Non-linearity in quantum theory has been invoked in order to build the objective
quantum theory and to prevent the unlimited spread out of the observable fields by
the gravitational self-potential [1, 2]. But Newtonian quantum gravity in the present
form is not effective for the shaping wave-packets of elementary particle size since the
characteristic scale of the ground-state wave-packet obtained from the gravitational
Schro¨dinger equation for nucleon masses is around 1023m [2].
There is a different group of works make accent on the formulation of the stan-
dard quantum mechanics in QPS represented by the complex projective Hilbert space
CP (N − 1) [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. I think, however, that consistent and prolific theory based
on such QPS should be connected with serious deviations from the standard quantum
scheme. Such modification must, of course, preserve all achievements of de Broglie-
Heisenberg-Schro¨dinger-Dirac linear theory by a natural way. One may think about
attempts to establish a deductive approach to the quantum theory.
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General part.— The classical field theory treats the ‘fields’ as force functions
of the space-times coordinates with pointwise action on the probe particles. It is
assumed this picture has clear macroscopic sense. Nevertheless, the classical field
theory is contradictable since it is impossible to describe the stable charged particles
in its own framework. Quantum particle like electron is pointwise but it is ‘wrapped’
in so-called de Broglie-Schro¨dinger fields of probability. Quantum field theory (QFT)
uses same classical space-time coordinates as ‘index’ whereas the fields are operators
acting in some Hilbert state space (frequently in Fock space). Quantum mechanics
and QFT make accent on the non-commutative nature of the dynamical variables
but the interaction between pointwise particles and the relativistic invariance are
borrowed from the classical theory. These are the sources of the singular functions
involved in QFT. All attempts to build realistic extended stable model of an elemen-
tary particles in the framework of the relativistic linear QFT were failed. But it is
clear that space-time in itself cannot be used in the consistent microscopic theory
as an ‘arena’ because the space-time localization of quantum particles is question-
able [8, 9]. It seems that just space-time properties should be established in some
approximation to quantum dynamics a posteriori. Therefore new symmetries princi-
ple of the quantum state space should be used instead. New QFT will be based on
this manifold with corresponding state coordinates. These coordinates are defined by
the choice of some quantum setup. I will study the invariant relationships between
quantum setups, say SA and SB as well as the relationships between the scales and
clocks in the special or in the general relativity. One should to have some formal
setup description in order to express the new kind of invariance in the state space
being applied to the state coordinates. The ordinary construction of the Hamiltonian
describing some quantum setup Hˆ = Hˆparticles + Hˆfields + Hˆint is unsatisfactory in
some reasons. First of all the separation between particle and its field is artificial.
In fact the notion of particle in quantum theory is awkward. Second, the interaction
term based on the classical energy of interaction, whereas it should appear as a con-
sequence of quantum interaction. Third, the quantum motion requires the adequate
mechanism of conservation or identification of quantum particles since the classical
identification connected with the motion along space-time trajectory cannot be used.
In the present article I propose a non-linear relativistic 4-d field model originated
by the internal dynamics in QPS. There is no initially distinction between ‘particle’
and ‘field’, and the space-time manifold is derivable. The main idea is to base the
theory on the relative amplitudes solely. Quantum measurements will be described
in terms of parallel transport of the local dynamical variables and a specific gauge
reduction of the full state vector to the Qubit coherent state. I will discuss here field
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equations of quantum particle, arising in the dynamical space-time. Main specific
points of my approach are listed below.
1. I introduce the operator of the Planck’s action quanta Sˆ = h¯φˆ+φˆ with the
spectrum Sn = h¯(n + 1/2) in the separable Hilbert space H. Since the action in
itself does not create the gravity, it is legible to create the linear superposition |Ψ >=∑
∞
n=0Ψ
n|n > of the action states where {|n >}∞0 are SU(∞) multiplete of an abstract
“angular momentum”. The standard basis |n, φ >= (n!)−1/2(φˆ+)n|0 >, n = 0, 1, 2...
corresponding to the discrete spectrum of the action operator Sˆ will be used. Because
the notion of the quantum particles is awkward, I will discuss these superposition
states and their dynamics, which leads to some non-linear field equations. These
equations should presumably have the particle-like solutions.
2. Quantum state (the state of motion i.e. a process in the quantum setup [10])
depends on the setup as well as the trajectory of a material point depends on the
reference frame. Since setup and the quantum motions (quantum states in question)
are, in fact, non-distinguishable, there is the general inspiration to find the properties,
invariant under the setup variation (the super-relativity concept) [11, 12, 13]. I will
assume that invariant description is based on the variation principle of the finite
action closest to some initially chosen action. The last is frequently given by the
action functional of some classical model (the classical analogy method).
In order to formalize the non-local notion of the ‘quantum motion in setup A’,
I introduce the extremal |ΨA > of the variation problem for the action functional
S[LA] =
∫ t1
t0
dt
∫ x1
x0
LA(t,x)d
3x. It means that temporary we (breaking the consis-
tency) should preserve ordinary space-time coordinates in each setup as a reflection
of the ‘coarse graining’ [2]. Then the state vector |ΨA > is some linear superposition
of the functional basis |ΨA >=
∑
∞
n=0Ψ
n
A|n, φ >, where Ψ
n
A =< n|ΨA >. This vector
is the generalized coherent state (GCS) of the SU(∞) action. Formally GCS and
the local reference frame intrinsically connected with GCS (see below) replaces the
vague notion of ‘setup’. Some different setup, say, B, will be described by the action
S[LB] =
∫ t′
1
t′
0
dt
∫ x′
1
x′
0
LB(t
′,x′)d3x′ where between coordinates (t,x) and (t′,x′) there is
no the generic relations. Sometimes, however, setup B may be treated as a variation
of the setup A. Then the model Lagrangian LA(t,x) and its extremal < n|ΨA > are
merely the “initial conditions” in the state space. The special tangent vector fields
Φiα [11] give the local functional frame originated at the action extremal. The tan-
gent vectors representing velocities of the action functional SA variation correspond
to the local Hamiltonian or other LDV. This Hamiltonian has universal form being
expressed in the local projective coordinates. Its specialization reveals only after the
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introduction of the space-time coordinates. In particular, the transition from setup
A to B induces the space-time coordinates transformations involved the state space
coordinates dependence. One should establish these transformations. The key idea
is as follows.
The behavior of the scales and clocks depends on the local gravitation potential
(space-time curvature). In quantum theory the stationary orbits and self-frequencies,
e.g. in atom, depend on the setup. Therefore the local dynamical variables at different
GCS are state dependent because two different setups are in fact two different field
(potential) configurations (different GCS of the action functional). Thus the quantum
dynamics in the state space is similar to general relativity dynamics, where due to
the equivalence principle, gravity is locally non-distinguishable from the accelerated
reference frame. But in general relativity one has the distinction (by definition)
between gravity (curvature) and its ‘matter’ source. In quantum physics, however,
all fields constituting setup and its quantum motion are ‘matter’. Variation of the
setup fields transforms GCS due to interaction and the group structure of the setup
transformations is given by the
POSTULATE 1.
Super-equivalence principle: the unitary transformations of the action GCS may be
identified with the action of physical unitary fields. The variation of the setup leads to
the functional basis variation. These variations are generating by the global unitary
transformations Uˆ ∈ G = SU(∞) non-effectively acting on the GCS rays because the
presence of the isotropy group H = U(1) × U(∞) of some GCS |Ψ >. The result of
the coset transformation G/H = SU(∞)/S[U(1) × U(∞)] = CP (∞) is equivalent
some physically distinguishable variation of GCS in CP (∞).
Therefore the reason for changing of GCS is the action of the state-dependent
coset transformations G/H = SU(∞)/S[U(1) × U(∞)] = CP (∞) on the rays of
states in H. Thus these transformations being applied to the generalized coherent
states are the quantum analog of classical forces acting on material points [11]. In the
framework of my model I assume that isotropy group of the vacuumH = U(1)×U(∞)
takes the place of the gauge group of ‘electroweak +’ fields. Spontaneously broken
SU(∞) symmetry of GCS leads to the motion in CP (∞) and therefore the local
coordinates (π1 = Ψ
1
Ψj
, ..., πk = Ψ
k
Ψj
, ...) capable to specify any GCS. The choice of the
map Ψj 6= 0 means, that the comparison of quantum amplitudes refers to the action
h¯(j+1/2). Hence, all processes whose action differs considerably from h¯(j+1/2) will
be taken into account in reduced measure due to the specific geometry of CP (∞) in
comparison with ‘flat’ Hilbert space. Thus CP (∞) manifold takes the place of the
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ground states (‘local vacua’).
3. Events realized by the quantum transitions in some two-level quantum subsys-
tem treated as a notional ‘detector’ giving ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answers under the measurement
of the “logical spin 1/2” [11] or Qubit coherent state. The state space of this Qubit
is C2 where acts SU(2) sub-group of SU(∞) and its generalized coherent states is
CP (1). Thereby the space-time arises as a ‘section’ of the state space CP (∞). The
local Lorentz symmetry has priority over space-time coordinates. This invariance
is now only the ‘two-level approximation’ to the true SU(∞) symmetry. Therefore
instead of the Lorentz group representation in some Hilbert space, I use opposite
scheme of the ‘inverse representation’ of SU(∞) or SU(N) in SU(2).
Local dynamical variables. — The state space H of the field configurations
with finite action quanta is a stationary construction. I introduce dynamics by the
velocities of variation of the GCS extremal representing some ‘elementary quantum
systems’ (quantum particles). Their dynamics is specified by the Hamiltonian, giving
velocities of variation of the action quanta number in different directions of the tangent
Hilbert space T(π1,...,πk,...)CP (∞) where takes place ordinary linear quantum scheme.
The temp of the action variation gives energy of the particles. In fact only finite, say,
N action quanta are involved. Then one may restrict full QPS to finite dimensional
CP (N − 1).
The dynamical variables corresponding symmetries of the GCS and their break-
down should be expressed now in terms of the local coordinates πk. The Fubini-Study
metric
Gik∗ = [(1 + κ
∑
|πs|2)δik − κπ
i∗πk](1 + κ
∑
|πs|2)−2 (1 .1)
and the affine connection
Γimn =
1
2
Gip
∗
(
∂Gmp∗
∂πn
+
∂Gp∗n
∂πm
) = −κ
δimπ
n∗ + δinπ
m∗
1 + κ
∑
|πs|2
(1 .2)
in these coordinates will be used. Here κ = R−2 is the curvature of the sphere
serving as a model of CP (N − 1) through the stereographic projection. I will assume
temporary that R = 1 for simplicity. Hence the internal dynamical variables and their
norms should be state-dependent, i.e. local in the state space [11, 12, 13, 14]. These
local dynamical variables realize the non-linear representation of the unitary global
SU(N) group in the Hilbert state space CN . Namely, N2−1 generators ofG = SU(N)
may be divided in accordance with Cartan decomposition: [B,B] ∈ H, [B,H ] ∈
B, [B,B] ∈ H . Namely, (N−1)2 generators are the generators Φih
∂
∂πi
+c.c. ∈ H, 1 ≤
h ≤ (N − 1)2 of the isotropy group H = U(1) × U(N − 1) of the ray (Cartan sub-
algebra) and 2(N − 1) generators Φib
∂
∂πi
+ c.c. ∈ B, 1 ≤ b ≤ 2(N − 1) are the
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coset G/H = SU(N)/S[U(1) × U(N − 1)] generators realizing the breakdown of
the G = SU(N) symmetry disturbing GCS. Furthermore, (N − 1)2 generators of the
Cartan sub-algebra may be divided into the two sets of operators: 1 ≤ c ≤ N−1 (N−1
is the rank of AlgSU(N)) Abelian operators, and 1 ≤ q ≤ (N−1)(N−2) non-Abelian
operators corresponding to the non-commutative part of the Cartan sub-algebra of
the isotropy (gauge) group. Here Φiσ, 1 ≤ σ ≤ N
2 − 1 are the coefficient functions
of the generators of the non-linear SU(N) realization. They give the infinitesimal
shift of i-component of the coherent state driven by the σ-component of the unitary
multipole field rotating the generators of AlgSU(N) and defined as follows:
Φiσ = limǫ→0
ǫ−1
{
[exp(iǫλσ)]
i
mΨ
m
[exp(iǫλσ)]
j
mΨm
−
Ψi
Ψj
}
= lim
ǫ→0
ǫ−1{πi(ǫλσ)− π
i}, (1 .3)
[11]. Then the sum of N2−1 the energies of ‘elementary systems’ (particle plus fields)
is equal to the excitation energy of the GCS, and the local Hamiltonian ~H is linear
against the partial derivatives ∂
∂πi
= 1
2
( ∂
∂ℜπi
− i ∂
∂ℑπi
) and ∂
∂π∗i
= 1
2
( ∂
∂ℜπi
+ i ∂
∂ℑπi
), i.e.
it is the tangent vector to CP (N − 1)
~H = ~Vb + ~Tc + ~Tq = h¯Ω
bΦib
∂
∂πi
+ h¯ΩcΦic
∂
∂πi
+ h¯ΩqΦiq
∂
∂πi
+ c.c.. (1 .4)
Since Tc = h¯Ω
cΦic = h¯
∑N−1
c=1 Ω
cαikcπ
k, where αikc are constants, this term may be
identify with the energy of the independent (commutative) set of harmonic oscillators
(‘photons’ of my model). Operators Φiq
∂
∂πi
are the non-commutative components of
the isotropy sub-group and corresponds to some non-Abelian gauge fields. Their sum
is the Hamiltonian ~T = T i ∂
∂πi
+ c.c. of the self-conservation of GCS. The coset gener-
ators correspond to the perturbation energy ~V = V i ∂
∂πi
+ c.c. trying to spread GCS.
The competition of these energies defines the fate of the GCS. The eigen-problem
for this Hamiltonian ~HF = ΛF may be classified accordantly to decomposition men-
tioned above. In the simplest case of the constant coefficient Ωα such equations
may be solved analytically. For example the real part of the quasi-linear equation in
the partial derivatives ~TcF = ΛcF defines the quasi-homogeneous Euler field. The
imaginary part gives the curl field as a hint on the intrinsic structure of the extended
quantum particles. Their characteristic equations give the parametric representations
of the solutions in CP (N−1). The parameter τ in these equations I will identify with
“universal time of evolution” of Newton-Stueckelberg-Horwitz-Piron (NSHP) [15].
Field equations in the dynamical space-time.— Up to now we discuss inter-
nal dynamics of the LDV. We should embed this dynamics in dynamical space-time.
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What is the space-time from the quantum point of view? How its structure may be
established using complex amplitudes solely? These questions should recall reader to
look in the depth of our notion about space-time. The space-time arises as a result
of the neglect of the gigantic number of the degrees of the freedom of observable
objects. Thus the notion of the material point lays in the base of the space-time
geometry. Collisions of material points are events. Only the invariant properties of
the events positions relative some reference frame, are essential for the space-time
structure. Shortly speaking it is based on the abstraction of the coincidence of two
events. The conclusion about coincidence is based on the detector click as a reply on
the ‘question’: ‘yes’ or ‘no’. The physically invariant (macroscopic) structure of their
coincidence is the pseudo-Euclidean space-time geometry of Einstein [16]. The gen-
eral relativity, however, demolished this stiff global structure [17]. In quantum theory
one has much more difficult situation since we lose the notion of the material point.
Furthermore, we have the localization problem of the wave function. Its different as-
pects have been studied particulary in works [8, 9]. In order to avoid these problems
I will use the LDV comparison due to the parallel transport in CP (N − 1) and the
full GCS squeezing procedure up to the Qubit coherent state. This is, unfortunately,
complicated procedure.
Let me assume that GCS is |Ψ >= (Ψ0,Ψ1, ...,ΨN)T . The first stage of a mea-
surement is the reduction of the full state vector |Ψ > to the two-level state of
a “detector”. This is the model of the neglect of the all degrees of freedom be-
sides two degrees belonging to some notional “detector”. The “detector” has, say,
two states |1 >= (1, 0, ..., 0)T and |0 >= (0, 1, 0, ..., 0)T . Then the Qubit coherent
state of the “detector” is |Q >= (cosΘ, eif sin Θ, 0, ..., 0)T . If one assume that initial
state (1, 0, ..., 0)T should be intact under the setup tuning, only the isotropy group
U(1)×U(N −1) is acceptable for the tuning. The last will be realized by the squeez-
ing ansatz. One can render the GCS |Ψ > into the “two-level state” as follows. The
first “squeezing” unitary matrix is
Gˆ+1 =


1 0 0 . . . 0
0 1 0 . . . 0
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
0 . . . 1 0 0
. . . . 0 cosφ1 e
iα1sinφ1
0 0 . . 0 −e−iα1sinφ1 cosφ1


. (1 .5)
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This matrix acts on the state vector |Ψ > with the result
Gˆ+1 |Ψ >=


Ψ0
Ψ1
.
.
.
ΨN−1 cosφ1 +Ψ
Neiα1 sin φ1
−ΨN−1e−iα1 sin φ1 +Ψ
N cosφ1


. (1 .6)
Now one has solve two “equations of annihilation” [11] ℜ(−ΨN−1e−iα1 sinφ1 +
ΨN cosφ1) = 0 and ℑ(−Ψ
N−1e−iα1 sin φ1 + Ψ
N cosφ1) = 0 in order to eliminate
the last string and to find α′1 and φ
′
1. That is one will have a squeezed state vector
Gˆ+1 |Ψ >=


Ψ0
Ψ1
.
.
.
ΨN−1 cosφ′1 +Ψ
Neiα
′
1 sin φ′1
0


. (1 .7)
The next step is the action of the matrix with the shifted transformation block
Gˆ+2 =


1 0 0 . . . 0
0 1 0 . . . 0
. . . . . . .
0 . . . 1 0 0
. . . . 0 cosφ2 e
iα2sinφ2
0 0 . . 0 −e−iα2sinφ2 cosφ2
0 . . . 0 0 1


(1 .8)
on the vector and the evaluation of α′2 and φ
′
2 and so on till the initial state vector
|Ψ > will be reduced to the Qubit spinor |Q(Ψ0, ...,ΨN) >= (Ψ0, eiΛ(Ψ)Ψ1, 0, ..., 0)T =
Gˆ+N−2...Gˆ
+
1 |Ψ >. It is the Qubit coherent state of the two-level “detector” arising
due to the squeezing procedure during the unitary setup tuning. It is clear that the
choice of the “detector” and the squeezing procedure is subjective (observer involved),
therefore this is not single defined.
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Formally the two infinitesimally close Qubit coherent states |Q1 >=
(cos(Θ)eiψ, sin(Θ)ei(Λ+ψ)T and |Q2 >= (cos(Θ+ ǫ1)e
i(ψ+ǫ3), sin(Θ+ ǫ1)e
i(Λ+ǫ2+ψ+ǫ3))T
may be connected by the unitary matrix
UˆL =
(
L11 L12
L21 L22
)
, (1 .9)
with the elements L11 = 1 − i(ǫ2 sin
2Θ + ǫ3 cos 2Θ), L12 = −ǫ1 cos Λ +
(1/2)ǫ2 sin 2Θ sinΛ+ǫ3 sin 2Θ sinΛ+ i(ǫ1 sin Λ+(1/2)ǫ2 sin 2Θ cosΛ+ǫ3 sin 2Θ cosΛ),
L21 = −L
∗
12, L22 = L
∗
11. But in order to establish the fact of the coincidence in our
“detector” the expected particle with caught particle, each infinitesimally close trans-
formation |Q1 > into |Q2 > should be accompanied with small parallel transport of
the Hamiltonian tangent vector field. Then the small shifts ǫ1, ǫ2 give the direction
of the parallel transport of the Hamiltonian in CP (1) whereas ǫ3 is the angle of the
Hamiltonian ‘rotation’ during the parallel transport.
Objectively LDV are parallel transported in V k direction of CP (N − 1) during
the NSHP evolution but the comparison of this natural LDV with an expectation
value of the LDV in two close Qubit states is the subjective measurement process of
the ‘field of the particle’ revealed in the dynamical space-time. Now we should to get
the field equations.
The problem of the identification of pointwise quantum particles has been dis-
cussed in terms of the dense measurement [18]. Extended quantum particles (exci-
tations of GCS represented by tangent vectors to CP (N − 1)) should be identified
during NSHP evolution on the base of the affine parallel transport of some LDV in
CP (N−1) [14]. Note that parallel transport comprises the continuous projection onto
the tangent space at all intermediate GCS’s. But this parallel transport has merely
blameless geometric content without the space-time field realization. The local gauge
nature of this parallel transport (affine connection in CP (N−1)) will be revealed due
to the super-relativity principle. Namely, in accordance with the super-equivalence one
should to find such infinitesimal shift of the unitary field δΩα in the dynamical space-
time that gives the infinitesimal shift of the energy, equivalent to the infinitesimal shift
of tangent Hamiltonian field generated by the parallel transport in CP (N − 1) during
NSHP time δτ). Thus one has h¯(Ωα+ δΩα)Φkα = h¯Ω
α(Φkα−Γ
k
mnΦ
m
α V
nδτ) and, hence,
δΩα
δτ
= −ΩαΓmmnV
n.
I will introduce dynamical space-time coordinates as numbers, transforming in
accordance with the local “Lorentz transformations” xµ + δxµ = (δµν + Λ
µ
νδτ)x
ν .
The parameters of Λµν(Ψ) arise as a result of the global gauge transformations in
CP (N−1) of the squeezing full state vector up to the coherent state of the Qubit (the
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tuning process of the setup). Physically it means that the global infinitesimal gauge
transformations and the last step of the coset transformation of the quantum setup
may be compensated by the infinitesimal Lorentz transformations Lˆ = 1 + 1
2
τ~σ(~a −
i~ω) (particle acquires an additional energy-momentum). Then δx
µ
δτ
= Λµν(Ψ)x
ν and
therefore the energy balance equation reads now
Λµν (Ψ)x
ν ∂Ω
α
∂xµ
= −ΩαΓmmnV
n. (1 .10)
If one wish find the field corresponding to the given trajectory, say, a geodesic in
CP (N−1), then, taking into account that any geodesic as whole lays in some CP (1),
one may put π = eiγ tan(ωτ). Then V = dπ
dτ
= ω sec2(ωτ)eiγ, and one has the
linear wave equations for the gauge unitary field Ωα in the dynamical space-time with
complicated coefficient functions of the local coordinates (π1, ..., πN−1). In the case of
the spherical symmetry (x0 = ct, x1 = r sin Θ cosΦ, x2 = r sinΘ sinΦ, x3 = r cosΦ),
under the assumption τ = βt this system has following solution
Ωα = (F α1 (r
2 − c2t2) + iF α2 (r
2 − c2t2)) exp (8βc
∫
dp
sin(βp)
D(p)
√
c2(p2 − t2) + r2
),(1 .11)
where D(p) = a1(sin(βp+Θ+Φ) + sin(−βp+Θ+Φ) + sin(βp+Θ−Φ) + sin(βp+
Θ− Φ)) + a2(cos(−βp+Θ− Φ) + cos(βp+Θ− Φ)− cos(−βp+Θ+ Φ)− cos(βp+
Θ+Φ)) + 2a3(cos(−βp+Θ) + cos(βp+Θ)). It is interesting that the general factor
demonstrates the diffusion of the light cone (mass shell) due to the boosts. Thereby,
so-called “off-shell” ideology by Horwitz [19], got now the quantum support. Namely,
boost parameters ~a and angle velocities ~ω one may obtain due to the comparison of
two matrices: the infinitesimal Lorentz transformations Lˆ and the unitary matrix UˆL.
All these parameters rooted in the CP (N − 1) geometry and depend on the whole
prehistory of the initial GCS |Ψ > due to squeezing procedure describing the tuning
of the setup.
The self-consistent problem
Λµν(Ψ)x
ν ∂Ω
α
∂xµ
= −(ΓmmnΦ
n
β +
∂Φnβ
∂πn
)ΩαΩβ ,
dπk
dτ
= ΦkβΩ
β (1 .12)
arising under the condition of the parallel transport of the Hamiltonian field
Hk = ΦkαΩ
α is more interesting and much more difficult. The right part consists
of the square non-linearity in fields Ωα capable to give presumably the envelope soli-
tons. It would be interesting to analyze these solutions. The self-consistent time
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evolution of the two-level system was studied in [20]. Complicated self-consistent
system of eight ordinary non-linear differential equations of the parallel transport
unfortunately cannot be solved analytically. Hence we dispose only numerical solu-
tions for Ωα and π with interesting periodical and quantal solutions. A more detailed
analysis will be necessary for the self-consistent problem mentioned above.
Conclusions—
1. Dynamical 3 + 1 space-time arises naturally under the unitary squeezing the
superposition state up to the coherent state of the Qubit, has locally pseudo-Euclidean
structure. The curvature of CP (N − 1) may lead globally to the pseudo-Riemannian
structure of the dynamical space-time. Seems to me it may pave the way to the
consistent quantum gravity.
2. The result of the squeezing looks like indeterminate (probabilistic) since the
squeezing process is case-sensitive (observer involved) and it is frequently out of full
our control. Therefore, the microscopic (quantum) origin of the space-time and the
indeterminate character of the quantum motion in space-time are closely connected.
3. The decoherence arises naturally, since only action GCS (action waves) may
keep up linear superposition. But energy packets (tangent vectors to CP (N − 1)
should gravitate, hence their superposition may be linear only in some approximation.
I am grateful to L.P.Horwitz for a lot of interesting discussions and critical notes.
Further, I thank my wife for her patience during many years.
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